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SIERRA ACQUISITIONS 

How to Resolve Funds Out of Balance 
  

 
The following instructions will help you put the funds into balance again.  An out of balance fund is 
when Sierra notes a discrepancy between the fund’s running total and the line item transactions as 
shown in the Fund Activity Report.  Out of balance funds are identified after running the Fund 
Activity Report.   
 
Typically, this is due to a failed or bad posting session: most common cause would be when Sierra 
lost connection to the server.  
 
If one or more funds is out of balance, Sierra will not allow you to clear the Payment History file 
which is the last step of printing the Fund Activity Report, either as part of regular acquisitions 
activity or during Fiscal Close. 
 
There are two ways to spot when you have a fund or funds that are out of balance.  First, a prompt 
at the bottom of the Fund Activity Report showing x number of funds out of balance.  Normally that 
line will report as 0 Out of balance.  Second, within the actual report, the out of balance fund or 
funds will show an ERROR message in red within the affected fund.  In most cases it is 
recommended that you stop all acquisitions activity, including posting any sessions until you resolve 
the fund imbalance.   
 
Next, contact Innovative Support and let us know you have funds out of balance: you may be 
advised to follow the listed steps to get your funds back in balance. 
 
The steps to follow differ depending on whether you believe the CURRENT BALANCE to be 
absolutely correct.  If so, after performing step 1 to print your Fund Activity Report, you can clear 
the Fund Activity Report directly by going to step 3 to force clear the payment history file.  This will 
make what you see in the CURRENT BALANCE values as your starting point for your payment 
history. 
 
Otherwise here is a list of steps to follow 
 

1. Run and print a full activity report to document your existing history.  Ultimately the steps 
here will include clearing the Fund Activity Report and secondly these printouts will aid in 
the reconciliation.   

a. Note “print” is either creating a paper copy or sending to email depending on your 
printer settings. 
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2. Using your past posting reports, calculate the balance adjustments for the out of balance 
funds.  

a. Note don’t make the actual changes until completing step 3. 
3. Clear the payment history using a force clear method since the normal clearing during 

successful printing will not work with out of balance funds. 
a. In FUNDS 
b. Click on Tools > Clear Payment History file 
c. Make your choices to clear and Save Appropriation History if desired. 
d. Clear the history file. 

4. Using the fund adjustment tool correct the fund by adjust the fund by the difference in 
EXPENDITURE and/or ENCUMBRANCE and in some rare cases, APPROPRIATION. 

5. After making your fund adjustments, remember to Post to finalize the process. 
6. Run the Fund Activity Report again to make sure the funds are in balance. 

 
After completing these steps, it would be safe to resume normal acquisitions activity. 
 
Here is an example Fund which shows the calculations on a typical out of balance fund.  
Unfortunately, Sierra cannot tell you which specific entry or entries are off.  
 

 
We see in our fund what it looked like the last time we posted and cleared the Fund Activity Report.  
There was a Free Balance of $39, 041.66 which is the result of taking the Appropriation and 
subtracting Expenditures and Encumbrances.  ($73,000.00 - $21,474.54 - $12,483.80 = $39,041.66) 
 
Then we have a series of transactions which will be new orders encumbering money, expenditures 
from invoices or direct expenditures via fund transfers and finally canceling existing orders. 
 
 

 
 
That activity is not shown here however the subtotal tells us what it adds up to.  We moved 
$10,000 to a different fund using a Fund Adjustment on Appropriations.  We invoiced or direct 
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expended $13,259.86 and finally our -$5,182.80 reflects cancelations which disencumbered the 
estimated price and amounts for invoices in which the paid for amount differed from the eprice 
encumbered amount.  Essentially this line is the summation of all the activity that has taken place 
since the last time this was cleared. 
 
The reason the fund is out of balance is shown when we examine the next line and do the math. 
 
CURRENT BAL = $20,980.38  $63,000.00 $34,772.7   $7,246.84 
 
The Appropriation looks correct.  $73,000 minus $10,000 does equal $63,000 
The Expenditures are not correct because if you take the initial amount of $21,474.54 and add 
$13,259.86 you get $34,734.40 and not what we see in the CURRENT BAL of $34,772.70.  There is a 
difference of $38.30 
 
The Encumbrances are also not correct because if you take the starting amount of $12,483.80 and 
subtract $5,182.08 you get $7301.72 and not what is in the CURRENT BAL of $7,246.84 for a 
difference of $54.88.   
 
The totals line up with what the error message reports: 
 
*ERROR*:   OLD BAL + ACTIVITY = $63,000.00  $34,734.40  $7,301.72 
 
In the majority of cases the totals reflected in the ERROR line are correct.  It is the subtotal that is 
off due to a problem with how one or more of the individual transactions were recorded. 
 
You could use your posting printouts to go back and determine which line or lines are not correct.  
However ultimately you will be using the Fund Adjustment tool to insert the corrections. 
 
Always subtract the CURRENT BALANCE line from the ERROR line and use the resulting amount 
(positive or negative) as the amount in your fund adjustment. 
 
In our above example: 
$34,734.40 minus $34,772.70 is a negative $38.30 EXPENDITURE adjustment amount 
 
$7,301.72  minus $7,246.84 is a positive $54.88 ENCUMBRANCE adjustment amount 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
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